
About - Steve Duncan 
 
Steve Duncan is a retired Special Agent of California 
Department of Justice. He spent 20 years with CALDOJ, 
retiring in December 2016. Prior to CALDOJ, he was a 
Probation Officer for the San Diego County Probation 
Department for 12 years and was the first probation officer in 
San Diego history to formally work on a Drug Enforcement 
Organization Task Force. During his 32 years in law 
enforcement, his efforts focused on the investigation of the 
most violent criminals in the United States and Mexico. He is 
an expert on street gangs, prison gangs and Mexican Drug 
Trafficking Organizations. 
 
The support and success of the cases against gangs and 
cartels came from the Arellano-Felix Task Force, Violent 
Crimes Task Force - Gang Group and Cross-Border Violence 
Task Force made up of federal, state and local law 
enforcement and military agencies. Steve was assigned to 
both the DEA and FBI as a task force officer for periods from 
1992 to 2011. 
 
Steve and his partners’ successful case against the Tijuana 
Cartel began in 1992 and continues to the present as they 
await the extraditions of drug kingpins in their investigations. 
Most of those extradited have cooperated with the US 
government and he has been involved in hundreds of 
debriefings where he took notes, corroborated information 
and memorialized the debriefing in official reports. These 
debriefings also developed into other successful 
investigations in the US and Mexico. 
 
Saving lives by targeting the “worst of the worst” was Steve’s 
focus in law enforcement. Multi-agency task forces dedicated 
to investigation of the worst criminals were his arenas to work 



these cases. He has worked with all law enforcement agencies 
and maintains a great relationship with them all. His cases 
typically involved Mexico. He understands the Mexican 
culture, economy and justice system and has worked 
extensively with Mexican Law Enforcement on Mexican soil. 
 
Steve has provided over 300 classes on Gangs, Cartels and 
Border Violence for various federal, state and local law 
enforcement agencies and drug and gang associations across 
the USA. His instruction methods are unique in that he has a 
group of former cartel members, gang members and survivors 
of these ultra-violent organizations who personally share their 
testimonials. He is also a frequent speaker at high schools and 
colleges. 
 
Steve has participated in numerous documentaries, podcasts, 
radio interviews, books, and the press on gangs and cartels. 
He wrote the forward for a book written by Martin Corona, 
“Confessions of a Cartel Hitman.” Corona, a hitman for the 
Tijuana Cartel, confessed numerous murders to Steve during 
the investigation of the notorious Arellano-Felix Organization. 
He has appeared on Gangland, National Geographic’s Tijuana 
Drug Lords, National Geographic’s Narco Wars, Facebook 
Watch’s US V. of Joaquin “Chapo” Guzman-Loera. He is 
currently working 2 docuseries on Mexican Drug Cartels and 
a couple stories for the Rolling Stone Magazine. He has 
testified as a gang, narcotics and cartel expert in both state 
and federal court. 

 


